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NSN PRODUCTS

NSN 8465-01-603-6613 BAG DEPLOYMENT  As the replacement Sea Bag 
for the USMC, we are proud to say there are over 195,000 units still in 
service with thousands more sold worldwide. The Collapsible Deployer is 
designed to live out of and provides all the function of a regular Deployer 
but with the ability to fold up to 6” thick when not in use.

NSN 8465-01-618-1461 PACK, PERSONAL EQUIPMENT A special edition 
of our FOR60 Lightfighter®, the FOR60SLEEP has an additional sleeping bag 
(or laundry) pouch sewn into one end while keeping everything you like 
about the Lightfighter®: the longer length, mesh pockets, specific "D-
Rings", and plenty of room for extended journeys or several months 
deployment.  

FOR65  Deployer® Collapsible Loadout bag FOR60Sleep  Lightfighter® Loadout bag

mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/Deployer%C2%AE-Collapsible-Loadout-Bag-p94798264
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/Lightfighter%C2%AE-Sleep-Loadout-Bag-p94794478
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NSN for coyote color is: 8465-01-664-7595  NSN for multiCam color is: 
8465-01-664-7618 FPG's flagship bag for moving large loads.  The 
Deployer® XP 's trapezoid base means the bag stays stable when rolling 
over rough surfaces or curbs.  Popular for its ability to fasten a FOR76 on 
top, making it the "Ultimate Loadout System".  

FOR76 SmartPack Loadout BagFOR68 Deployer® XP Loadout Bag

NSN for coyote color is: 8465-01-665-0773 NSN for multicam color is: 
8465-01-664-7547 NSN for black color is:  8465-01-664-7499 A perfect 
sized duffel packed with features.  Like all FPG bags, the FOR76 was 
designed to live from with its vented SmartPockets, separate end pockets, 
and stowable shoulder straps.  Perfect top bag for the “Ultimate Loadout 
System”. 
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mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/Deployer%C2%AE-XP-Loadout-Bag-p94798832
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/Deployer%C2%AE-XP-Loadout-Bag-p94798832
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/SmartPack-Loadout-Bag-p94857825
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/SmartPack-Loadout-Bag-p94857825
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/SmartPack-Loadout-Bag-p94857825
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NSN 1080-01-623-5060 SHEET, CAMOUFLAGE, THERMAL RADIATION
Coyote colored one side and MultiCam on the other, the FOR78 is our 
most robust ThermaShield with higher resistance to UV breakdown over 
time when in use making it better suited for longer term applications when 
weight is not a primary concern.  

FOR78 ThermaShield MultiCamFOR103 Sherpa Loadout Bag

NSN Number is: 8465-01-664-8244 A streamlined version of our 
Lightfighter® bag, the Sherpa delivers similar capabilities at a reduced cost.  
Slightly longer than the Deployer®, it still provides real-world solutions like 
mesh pockets in the lid for smaller items and specific "D-Rings" in the lid to 
attach to your bunk.  The least number of bells and whistles in a 
FOAMTEC® wheeled bag.
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mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/ThermaShield-MultiCam-p94899032
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/Sherpa-Loadout-Bag-p94649707
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NSN 1080-01-623-5065 NET, CAMOUFLAGE, FIBER FPG’s all-weather 
fabric MultiCam colored cammo netting has tough Gromolon attachment 
points to be used with shelters but is equally at home as stand-alone 
concealment in a variety of terrains.  

FOR94 TSS Cammo-Netting MultiCam FOR97 TS-11B Field Blanket with Pouch

.NSN Number: 1080-01-644-8198 Due to its light weight, symmetrical 
shape, and sheer performance, the FOR97 is the go-to if camouflage is not 
needed.  With thousands in service this Field Blanket has protected 
soldiers and saved lives on battlefields.  Attach it to your vehicle, make a 
hide, or be prepared for an emergency.
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mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/TSS-Cammo-Netting-MultiCam-p145209163
https://www.forceprotector.com/fpg-online-store/TS-11B-Field-Blanket-w-Pouch-p94899115

